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Can’t get enough of The Crown? In this must-have exploration of the history behind seasons 2
and 3 of Peter Morgan’s Emmy-winning Netflix drama, the show’s historical consultant answers
all your questions alongside beautifully reproduced archival photographs.In this eye-opening
companion to seasons 2 and 3 of Netflix’s acclaimed series The Crown, renowned biographer
and historical consultant Robert Lacey takes us through the real history that inspired the
drama.Covering two tumultuous decades in the reign of Queen Elizabeth II, Lacey looks at the
key social, political, and personal moments and their effects—not only on the royal family but
also on the world around them. From the Suez Crisis and the U.S.–Soviet space race to the
legacy of the Duke of Windsor’s collaboration with Hitler, along with the rumored issues with the
royal marriage, the book provides a thought-provoking insight into the historic decades that the
show explores, revealing the truth behind the on-screen drama.Fascinating and fast-paced, this
is a unique look behind the history that inspired the show and the years that would prove to be
the making of the Queen.The Crown is now available to watch on Netflix.The Crown is produced
by Left Bank Pictures in association with Sony Pictures Television for Netflix.

About the AuthorRobert Lacey is the historical consultant to The Crown, having previously
worked with the show’s creator, Peter Morgan, on his Oscar-winning movie The Queen. As a
renowned British historian and the author of numerous international bestsellers, including
Majesty, his pioneering biography of Queen Elizabeth II, Lacey has been writing about the queen
and her extraordinary life for more than forty years. He is the ideal companion to explain and
reveal the secrets of her long reign. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.PrefaceSuez, Scandal, Socialism — and Tragedy at
AberfanThe Crown moves on … in the first volume of our Inside History we followed Queen
Elizabeth II from her childhood through to love and marriage, savouring the hidden history of her
coronation and her early years of apprenticeship with Winston Churchill – as based on the first
ten episodes (101–110) of The Crown Season 1.Now, in Seasons 2 and 3, the Queen must work
with prime ministers who are shadows of the great man – the devious Anthony Eden and Harold
‘Supermac’ Macmillan, as well as with Alec Douglas-Home, whose mistakes paved the way for
Harold Wilson, the most successful Labour Prime Minister of Elizabeth’s reign. Twenty Netflix
episodes (201–210 and 301–310) and 20 matching chapters (One to Twenty) of this book will
transport us from the Suez Crisis of 1956 to the Silver Jubilee celebrations of 1977, a saga of
intrigue, tragedy, more royal babies – and, this being the Cold War, a surprising amount of
trouble with spies.This book, volume 2, tracks the history of the still-maturing Elizabeth II through
the second phase of her reign as she feels her way towards more confident regality, while her
country stumbles quite dramatically, losing hold of the self-assurance – the smugness, indeed –



that characterised the British Establishment after the victory of the Second World War. In 1956
the Suez adventure put paid to London’s pretensions that it ruled the world, while the Profumo
Scandal of 1963 discredited the elite who liked to think that they ruled London. But from these
misadventures emerged a more populist identity under the Labour governments of Harold
Wilson – for whom Elizabeth II developed something of a soft spot – with the Swinging Sixties,
divorce and homosexual law reform, the Beatles, miniskirts, England winning The World Cup …
In one sense, the monarchy rode serenely – and not a little superciliously – above all these
social and political changes. Elizabeth II, her critics complained, occupied a completely different
universe from the ‘Women’s Lib’ movement that developed in the 1960s and 1970s – and so she
did. On the other hand, the antiquated British system of hereditary monarchy delivered supreme
national prestige and authority to a woman throughout these tumultuous years, with an
openmindedness and, yes, a modernity, that the contemporary United States still cannot bring
itself to embrace. Every episode of The Crown (201–310) – and every chapter of our book (One
to Twenty) – plays with this delicious paradox: the sight of powerful men having to bow and kneel
to an unremarkable mother of two (of four by the end of Season 2).This second volume follows
the first in attempting to separate history from invention. How much of the drama that viewers so
enjoy in The Crown is historically ‘true’? And how much has series creator Peter Morgan
invented? On several occasions we will follow Elizabeth II as she meets characters whom we are
99 per cent certain she cannot possibly have encountered in this way – the rebel peer Lord
Altrincham, for example, visiting Buckingham Palace after his dramatic criticisms of the
monarchy, or Eileen Parker, the wife of Philip’s friend Mike Parker, whom Elizabeth seeks out to
discuss her marriage problems. No, dear viewer and reader, these encounters did not happen.
But, yes, these dramatic inventions have been devised to embody the central themes and
messages of the plot. Drama, remember, is not the same as documentary.Peter Morgan does
not write a word of The Crown until he has worked out a documented historical template for each
episode with the series’ research team. Solid factual data – letters, documents, newsreels and
first-hand interviews with surviving participants and witnesses – form the backbone and skeleton
of every story. Then the writer and his fellow writers add dramatic flesh to the bones, creating a
drama on screen that is a unique blend of real history and imagined truths – as exemplified by
the famous ‘Stag Scene’ in The Queen, Peter Morgan’s Oscar-winning movie of 2006.Towards
the climax of The Queen, which depicts the events following the death of Diana, Princess of
Wales in August 1997, we see Elizabeth II, played by Helen Mirren, lost in the Highlands of
Scotland in the course of a deer hunt. Suddenly she catches sight of the deer, a magnificent
Imperial stag, standing proudly on the river bank in front of her – an embattled and harassed
monarch just like her, pursued as she is at that moment by the media of the world who are
condemning her for her apparent indifference to Diana’s death. Elizabeth starts talking to the
stag. She senses their common plight, and it pierces her to the quick. Stricken with anxiety as
she hears the hunters approach, she then waves her arms and shoos the imperilled beast to run
away to safety – which he does. One minute he is there – the next minute he is gone. The ‘Peter



Morgan Stag Scene’ is taught in film schools around the world as an illustration of how sheer
invention, plucked out of the air, is essential to make history performable. No one imagines that
Queen Elizabeth II has ever spoken to a wild stag in her life. But it is the scene that people
remember as summing up the essential truth of The Queen and conveying the totally accurate
and historical message of the movie – that if Diana was destroyed by the monarchy, her mother-
in-law was another type of casualty.Every episode of The Crown TV series has been
imaginatively built in a similar fashion around a major historical event of the period – from the
Anglo-French-Israeli conspiracy behind the invasion of Suez in 1956 to the tragic deaths of 116
children and 28 adults in the Welsh mining village of Aberfan in 1966. The corresponding
chapter in this book will seek to explain the different layers of that episode, analysing how
research and interpretation have worked together to create the final dramatic mix. In 1956, for
example, only a few inner, top-level government conspirators knew the details of the plot that
Britain and France hatched with Israel to create an excuse for invading the Suez Canal Zone.
Similarly, in 1966 it took months to lay bare the shameful culpability of the National Coal Board in
failing to monitor the waste tip that fatally smothered Aberfan’s Pantglas Junior School. So
should the dramatist depict such episodes by working solely with the surface, contemporary
knowledge and ignorance of the participants at the time? Or is the writer permitted to ‘enrich’ the
narrative with the benefit of hindsight? That debate provides a running tug-of-war through every
chapter of this book – enhanced by two illustrated colour picture sections that display The
Crown’s production stills – reflecting the key scenes from Seasons 2 and 3. Has the screen
version improved on history, or corrupted it? The question is there for the reader to decide. Hilary
Mantel, the historical novelist, has offered a profound and illuminating description of the
difference between history and the past – two very different horses, in her view, who are each of
a contrasting colour. As she explained in her BBC Reith Lectures of 2017, the past is what really
existed – all the lives and loves and hopes and dreams of the billions and trillions of people who
have lived and died on earth since time began. Then along comes the historian – rather like a
gardener, suggests Ms Mantel, who is holding out a sieve to try and capture any fragments of
the past that might get caught in the mesh: the books and surviving documents, the monuments
and artefacts that remain, along with the shards unearthed by the archaeologists. These
fragments make up ‘history’ – the comparatively few and often banal relics that survive in the
sieve. But most of humanity’s past, all those glorious personal dreams and loves, all the beautiful
and creative emotions fizzing away inside people’s heads and hearts for countless millennia – all
that precious reality has escaped history’s mesh. Poor historians! You can sense Ms Mantel’s
pity for the paper-shufflers who have missed out on the real life of the past through sticking to
their stolid, fact-based approach. What a glorious opportunity for the historical novelist and
screen writer to pounce upon all those treasures that have passed through the sieve, deploying
their imaginations to recreate a drama that is both fictitious and true.‘You got it all wrong and you
got it all right,’ declared one of the Queen’s private secretaries a year or so back when Peter
Morgan invited him to pass judgement on the early seasons of The Crown – and that is the



theme examined in the pages that follow. History requires the magic of the dramatist’s
imagination in order to become performable – which means, in the most basic sense, that the
drama you see on screen is ‘all wrong’.But when you take account of the human truths about the
Queen and her family that have been confected and conveyed to you by The Crown, then the
dazzling creation on the screen in front of you can certainly be judged to be ‘all right’. That is the
paradox which this book now invites you to explore.Robert LaceySeptember 2019 --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.
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BYPETER MORGANTHE CROWN is a historical drama about an ordinary woman born into
extraordinary circumstances. It is not a documentary or a docudrama. Everything from the
scripts that I write to the costumes, production design and locations that add such richness on
screen, as well as to the performances by our two stellar casts – headed initially by Claire Foy
and now, in Season 3, by Olivia Colman – is underpinned by a vast and exhaustive amount of
research, analysis, thought, care and consideration.The relationship between history and
narrative, fact and fiction, is much more fluid and unreliable, but also more interesting, than
anyone might imagine. That is what makes The Crown so enjoyable to write – and, I hope, to
watch.I am delighted once again to invite the royal historian Robert Lacey to provide a deep-dive
into some of the remarkable history upon which our drama is built. I hope that Robert’s expert
analysis into some of the events, people and wider cultural context will enrich viewers’
appreciation of The Crown by providing fresh and often surprising insights.So, let me hand you
over to Robert to take you back to 1956, on the eve of the traumatic Suez Crisis, when there are
grave problems brewing in Britain – and problems too inside the royal marriage…
PREFACESUEZ, SCANDAL, SOCIALISM – AND TRAGEDY AT ABERFANTHE CROWN moves
on…in the first volume of our Inside History we followed Queen Elizabeth II from her childhood
through to love and marriage, savouring the hidden history of her coronation and her early years
of apprenticeship with Winston Churchill – as based on the first ten episodes (101–110) of The



Crown Season 1.Now, in Seasons 2 and 3, the Queen must work with prime ministers who are
shadows of the great man – the devious Anthony Eden and Harold ‘Supermac’ Macmillan, as
well as with Alec Douglas-Home, whose mistakes paved the way for Harold Wilson, the most
successful Labour Prime Minister of Elizabeth’s reign. Twenty Netflix episodes (201–210 and
301–310) and 20 matching chapters (One to Twenty) of this book will transport us from the Suez
Crisis of 1956 to the Silver Jubilee celebrations of 1977, a saga of intrigue, tragedy, more royal
babies – and, this being the Cold War, a surprising amount of trouble with spies.This book,
volume 2, tracks the history of the still-maturing Elizabeth II through the second phase of her
reign as she feels her way towards more confident regality, while her country stumbles quite
dramatically, losing hold of the self-assurance – the smugness, indeed – that characterised the
British Establishment after the victory of the Second World War. In 1956 the Suez adventure put
paid to London’s pretensions that it ruled the world, while the Profumo Scandal of 1963
discredited the elite who liked to think that they ruled London. But from these misadventures
emerged a more populist identity under the Labour governments of Harold Wilson – for whom
Elizabeth II developed something of a soft spot – with the Swinging Sixties, divorce and
homosexual law reform, the Beatles, miniskirts, England winning The World Cup…In one sense,
the monarchy rode serenely – and not a little superciliously – above all these social and political
changes. Elizabeth II, her critics complained, occupied a completely different universe from the
‘Women’s Lib’ movement that developed in the 1960s and 1970s – and so she did. On the other
hand, the antiquated British system of hereditary monarchy delivered supreme national prestige
and authority to a woman throughout these tumultuous years, with an open-mindedness and,
yes, a modernity, that the contemporary United States still cannot bring itself to embrace. Every
episode of The Crown (201–310) – and every chapter of our book (One to Twenty) – plays with
this delicious paradox: the sight of powerful men having to bow and kneel to an unremarkable
mother of two (of four by the end of Season 2).This second volume follows the first in attempting
to separate history from invention. How much of the drama that viewers so enjoy in The Crown is
historically ‘true’? And how much has series creator Peter Morgan invented? On several
occasions we will follow Elizabeth II as she meets characters whom we are 99 per cent certain
she cannot possibly have encountered in this way – the rebel peer Lord Altrincham, for example,
visiting Buckingham Palace after his dramatic criticisms of the monarchy, or Eileen Parker, the
wife of Philip’s friend Mike Parker, whom Elizabeth seeks out to discuss her marriage problems.
No, dear viewer and reader, these encounters did not happen. But, yes, these dramatic
inventions have been devised to embody the central themes and messages of the plot. Drama,
remember, is not the same as documentary.Peter Morgan does not write a word of The Crown
until he has worked out a documented historical template for each episode with the series’
research team. Solid factual data – letters, documents, newsreels and first-hand interviews with
surviving participants and witnesses – form the backbone and skeleton of every story. Then the
writer and his fellow writers add dramatic flesh to the bones, creating a drama on screen that is a
unique blend of real history and imagined truths – as exemplified by the famous ‘Stag Scene’ in



The Queen, Peter Morgan’s Oscar-winning movie of 2006.Towards the climax of The Queen,
which depicts the events following the death of Diana, Princess of Wales in August 1997, we see
Elizabeth II, played by Helen Mirren, lost in the Highlands of Scotland in the course of a deer
hunt. Suddenly she catches sight of the deer, a magnificent Imperial stag, standing proudly on
the river bank in front of her – an embattled and harassed monarch just like her, pursued as she
is at that moment by the media of the world who are condemning her for her apparent
indifference to Diana’s death. Elizabeth starts talking to the stag. She senses their common
plight, and it pierces her to the quick. Stricken with anxiety as she hears the hunters approach,
she then waves her arms and shoos the imperilled beast to run away to safety – which he does.
One minute he is there – the next minute he is gone.The ‘Peter Morgan Stag Scene’ is taught in
film schools around the world as an illustration of how sheer invention, plucked out of the air, is
essential to make history performable. No one imagines that Queen Elizabeth II has ever spoken
to a wild stag in her life. But it is the scene that people remember as summing up the essential
truth of The Queen and conveying the totally accurate and historical message of the movie – that
if Diana was destroyed by the monarchy, her mother-in-law was another type of casualty.Every
episode of The Crown TV series has been imaginatively built in a similar fashion around a major
historical event of the period – from the Anglo-French-Israeli conspiracy behind the invasion of
Suez in 1956 to the tragic deaths of 116 children and 28 adults in the Welsh mining village of
Aberfan in 1966. The corresponding chapter in this book will seek to explain the different layers
of that episode, analysing how research and interpretation have worked together to create the
final dramatic mix.In 1956, for example, only a few inner, top-level government conspirators
knew the details of the plot that Britain and France hatched with Israel to create an excuse for
invading the Suez Canal Zone. Similarly, in 1966 it took months to lay bare the shameful
culpability of the National Coal Board in failing to monitor the waste tip that fatally smothered
Aberfan’s Pantglas Junior School.So should the dramatist depict such episodes by working
solely with the surface, contemporary knowledge and ignorance of the participants at the time?
Or is the writer permitted to ‘enrich’ the narrative with the benefit of hindsight? That debate
provides a running tug-of-war through every chapter of this book – enhanced by two illustrated
colour picture sections that display The Crown’s production stills – reflecting the key scenes from
Seasons 2 and 3. Has the screen version improved on history, or corrupted it? The question is
there for the reader to decide.Hilary Mantel, the historical novelist, has offered a profound and
illuminating description of the difference between history and the past – two very different
horses, in her view, who are each of a contrasting colour. As she explained in her BBC Reith
Lectures of 2017, the past is what really existed – all the lives and loves and hopes and dreams
of the billions and trillions of people who have lived and died on earth since time began. Then
along comes the historian – rather like a gardener, suggests Ms Mantel, who is holding out a
sieve to try and capture any fragments of the past that might get caught in the mesh: the books
and surviving documents, the monuments and artefacts that remain, along with the shards
unearthed by the archaeologists.These fragments make up ‘history’ – the comparatively few and



often banal relics that survive in the sieve. But most of humanity’s past, all those glorious
personal dreams and loves, all the beautiful and creative emotions fizzing away inside people’s
heads and hearts for countless millennia – all that precious reality has escaped history’s
mesh.Poor historians! You can sense Ms Mantel’s pity for the paper-shufflers who have missed
out on the real life of the past through sticking to their stolid, fact-based approach. What a
glorious opportunity for the historical novelist and screen writer to pounce upon all those
treasures that have passed through the sieve, deploying their imaginations to recreate a drama
that is both fictitious and true.‘You got it all wrong and you got it all right,’ declared one of the
Queen’s private secretaries a year or so back when Peter Morgan invited him to pass judgement
on the early seasons of The Crown – and that is the theme examined in the pages that follow.
History requires the magic of the dramatist’s imagination in order to become performable –
which means, in the most basic sense, that the drama you see on screen is ‘all wrong’.But when
you take account of the human truths about the Queen and her family that have been confected
and conveyed to you by The Crown, then the dazzling creation on the screen in front of you can
certainly be judged to be ‘all right’. That is the paradox which this book now invites you to
explore.Robert LaceySeptember 2019CHAPTER ONE‘MISADVENTURE’JULY–NOVEMBER
1956‘Ithink we both agree,’ spits out an angry and wounded Queen Elizabeth II, looking icily at
her husband…‘It cannot go on like this.’1Season 2 of The Crown opens on a stormy night
aboard the Royal Yacht Britannia, anchored in the choppy waters of the North Atlantic off
Setúbal, the Portuguese port and fishing harbour to the south-east of Lisbon. It is February
1957, and a crowd of British reporters and press photographers is gathering on the quay, their
intrusive new telephoto lenses aiming out at the ship across the water.The media’s sniping
targets are the 30-year-old Queen Elizabeth II, freshly landed from London, and her husband
Philip, 35, who has just arrived in Portugal after a four-month tour of the British Commonwealth,
largely in the southern hemisphere, where, among many other duties, he has opened the
Olympic Games in Melbourne on his wife’s behalf. Philip’s plan after that was to sail home
serenely, stopping off in various isolated and seldom-visited British dependencies – the Falkland
Islands, St Helena and Ascension Island, for example – while also enjoying a month or so of the
cheery naval quarterdeck fellowship that he had had to surrender when he signed up for the
royal family.But now plans have changed. Suddenly the once-respectful British press has
become focused on tales of trouble in the royal marriage – ‘Intense speculation,’ runs one
newsflash of the time from Reuters, ‘about relations between Her Majesty the Queen and the
Duke of Edinburgh’2 – with rumours of infidelity, and questions as to why Britain’s ‘model couple’
should have chosen to spend more than a third of a year apart. So, to quieten the rumours,
Buckingham Palace has decided to bring forward the timetable of the Queen’s long-planned
State Visit to Portugal, flying her out earlier to be reunited with her husband ahead of schedule in
an assertive display of marital harmony.3Behind the scenes, however, in their Britannia
stateroom, we hear a private conversation that is confrontational. ‘The events of the past
week…’ opens Elizabeth, referring to the leering and suggestive headlines. ‘The revelations…



have just been too upsetting. Too painful.’Philip opens his mouth to protest, then looks out of the
porthole towards the quay, where more reporters and photographers are arriving.‘So I thought,’
says his wife, ‘that we might take this opportunity where we have 24 hours alone, without
children, without distraction…to put our cards on the table. And talk…’4The tensions between
Elizabeth II and her husband provide the principal personal theme of The Crown Season 2. The
Mountbatten–Windsor marriage was the world’s most scrutinised until the ‘Camelot’
phenomenon of US President John F. Kennedy and his wife Jacqueline Bouvier in 1961 – which
we shall visit briefly when the Kennedys come to London in Episode 208 (Chapter Eight). And
alongside this private Windsor theme of marital trouble, we shall dig into the public drama of
Britain in decline – the so-called Suez Crisis of late 1956. In a desperate, last-gasp reassertion
of colonial authority, British and French paratroopers landed along the Suez Canal at the
beginning of November 1956 to recapture the waterway that Egypt’s President Gamal Abdel
Nasser had dared to claim for his nation the previous July. But this old-time exercise in force
majeure proved as fallible as the glitter of Britain’s once-unchallenged monarchy. Welcome to a
nation – and a marriage – in trouble…‘I have never felt more alone,’ says Elizabeth, ‘than I have
in the past five months.’‘And why do you think that was?’ responds Philip…‘Because you sent
me away.’5In the Preface we examined Peter Morgan’s famous ‘Stag Scene’ in his Oscar-
winning movie The Queen, when Elizabeth II is poignantly depicted talking to a hunted deer, an
imaginary tableau that captures a critical truth. Now here, near the beginning of Episode 201, we
encounter the first of the ‘Stag Scenes’ in The Crown Season 2 – when the Queen goes to slip a
surprise travelling gift (a ciné camera) into her husband’s briefcase before he leaves on his trip to
Australia, only to discover the framed photograph of the Bolshoi Ballet star Galina Ulanova
staring out at her. What is Elizabeth to make of that?History tells us that Philip and Ulanova can
never possibly have met, since the ballerina rarely left the Soviet Union – and then only briefly to
destinations where Philip was not present. In the 1950s Ulanova’s celebrity was comparable to
that of Britain’s Margot Fonteyn, and the Russian caused a sensation when she finally came to
Covent Garden with the Bolshoi in October 1956.6 But Philip was not in London at the time – he
was already on the other side of the world, carrying out his Olympic and Commonwealth duties
aboard the Britannia.7So the framed photograph in this scene never existed. It is a dramatic
device intended to acknowledge the idea that the young Queen’s husband was popularly
suspected of infidelity at the time, without providing conclusive evidence one way or the other –
for how do we know? Ulanova acts as The Crown’s symbol of the various women with whom the
Duke’s name was linked, accurately or not, in these years notably the Greek cabaret star Hélène
Cordet, whom Philip had known since childhood, and with whom he reconnected in the
mid-1940s, sparking rumours of romance when he became godfather to her son.8As we shall
see in the next chapter, the young Philip (26 years old in November 1947 when he married the
21-year-old Princess Elizabeth) might have encountered some racy ladies at the men-only
Thursday Club whose luncheons he attended in Soho,9 but no solid evidence of marital infidelity
has ever been produced. The furore of February 1957 contained a major dose of post-



coronation hangover, with the newspapers seizing on the troubles in the marriage of the Duke’s
private secretary, Mike Parker, whose separation from his wife Eileen became public on 3
February, while the royal yacht was in Portugal, leading Parker to resign 24 hours later.10Then
there is the central question as to how much the Queen herself may have shared the general
suspicions – did she hear or give any credence to the rumours? We follow Elizabeth in this
episode as she goes to Covent Garden, and looks down meaningfully from the royal box at the
dancing Ulanova, who stares back up at her as she takes her curtain call. But again, this
swapping of glances is surmised. It is known that the Queen did attend Ulanova’s performance
of Giselle at the Royal Opera House in October 1956 during her husband’s absence in the
Pacific, but no personal exchange was recorded.11 The imagined sequence is intended to
reflect the reality of what many people have wondered about the royal marriage, while leaving
the truth in the drama as uncertain as it has always been in real life.1956 – Galina Ulanova
dancing with the Bolshoi BalletWhile The Crown depicts Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother as
orchestrating Philip’s World Tour – remarking that Philip needed to ‘settle’ – it was, in fact, very
much Elizabeth II’s own choice to accord her husband the honour of opening the Olympic
Games in Melbourne. Then it was Philip who suggested that his Australasian adventure might
be extended – with his wife heartily supporting this. Elizabeth loved the idea that her maritime
husband should have the fun of taking the still newish Royal Yacht Britannia (in service 1954–97)
on its first trip around the globe.Mike Parker – Lieutenant Commander Michael Parker VCO AM
(1920–2001) – was an old friend of Philip’s, dating back to their naval service in the war, so the
break-up of the Parkers’ marriage was exploited by the British press as a pretext for casting
doubt on the state of the royal marriage.In October 1956, the central attention of Queen
Elizabeth II – left alone at home, with her husband on the other side of the world – was focused
on Egypt and Israel and on London’s attempts to maintain its ancient imperial control of the Suez
Canal. ‘A squalid episode ends in a pitiable climb-down…’ complained the Daily Herald in those
weeks, decrying Britain’s hapless misadventures in the Middle East that were to bring about the
fall of a prime minister and produced something close to a national nervous breakdown. ‘Our
moral authority in the world has been destroyed…’12One of the wonders of the pre-modern
world, the Suez Canal was first opened in 1869, a visionary feat of engineering that linked the
Mediterranean to the Red Sea, eliminating the long and hazardous voyage around the Cape of
Good Hope, and shortening Britain’s links to its prized Indian possessions by nearly 4,000 miles.
The inspiration and execution of the enterprise came from the French entrepreneur Ferdinand
de Lesseps, but Britain soon got in on the act. In 1875 Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli bought
up 44 per cent of the stock in the Suez Canal Company to make the British government the
largest shareholder in the enterprise.In 1882 Suez effectively became part of the Empire, when
British troops occupied Alexandria, making Egypt a British possession for the best part of 70
years. Then the 20th-century discovery of oil in the Middle East made Suez even more of a jewel
in the crown. By the early 1950s more than half of Europe’s oil supplies travelled through the
waterway with its surrounding Suez Canal Zone, a 120-mile strip garrisoned by some 40,000



British troops, many of them young men who were still serving their compulsory National
Service.The pilots who shepherded the laden oil tankers and cargo ships up and down the
Canal made up an elite cadre of French and British mariners, and there was little role for the
local population. Not surprisingly, the Anglo-French mastery of Suez was a festering grievance
to the Egyptian nationalist movement, headed from 1954 by the charismatic figure of General
Gamal Abdel Nasser. The son of a postal clerk, Nasser had risen to the head of the Free
Officers’ movement, which deposed the Egyptian King Farouk in 1952, and he became an
eloquent inspiration to radicals across the Arab world – all of whom made British occupation of
the Canal Zone a particular object of complaint.Britain’s post-war generation of politicians
shrugged their shoulders. ‘Tell them,’ growled Winston Churchill to his Foreign Minister, Anthony
Eden, in 1954, ‘[that] if we have any more of their cheek, we will set the Jews on them and drive
them into the gutter from which they never should have emerged.’13Churchill was referring to the
recently formed State of Israel, which had carved out its existence eight years earlier from the
former British Mandate of Palestine in a bloody war that confronted the massed Arab forces
dispatched from across the Middle East, fighting them to a standstill in 1947. Britain saw Israel
as a natural ally against Nasser and the forces of Arab nationalism that dared to threaten British
hegemony in the Middle East, and Israel became one cornerstone of Anthony Eden’s policy
when he moved into 10 Downing Street as successor to Churchill in the spring of 1955.In
dramatic terms, The Crown inhabits Britain’s two principal spheres of power and prestige –
Buckingham Palace and No. 10 Downing Street. The series’ title and its continuous running
narrative focus obviously on the Queen, but each season of episodes is structured to portray a
new set of political figures. Monarchy provides continuity, while democracy generates change –
well, that’s the theory, anyway. So, while Season 1 covered the Winston Churchill years of the
early 1950s, Season 2 brings the story forward to Churchill’s successors, starting with Sir
Anthony Eden, whose misfortune it was to be especially burdened by his association with the
great man.As one of Britain’s youngest ever foreign secretaries – he was just 38 when he first
got the job in 1935 – Eden had been Churchill’s helpmate through the difficult days of
appeasement in the late 1930s, when he showed himself willing to sacrifice his political career
by resigning over his opposition to Neville Chamberlain’s accommodation with Mussolini in
1938, a prelude to the notorious Munich Agreement later that year. Eden was subsequently
rewarded by becoming Churchill’s Secretary of State for War, then Foreign Secretary and
Leader of the House of Commons during the years of the Second World War, sharing Churchill’s
glory and acting as his heir apparent as the old man plodded through his late seventies – finally,
and reluctantly resigning in April 1955 at the age of 80.No prime minister in modern times has
entered Downing Street with a more impressive résumé than Anthony Eden. Promptly calling a
general election, which handsomely increased the Conservative majority by 60 seats, and
enjoying 70+ per cent ratings in the new Gallup opinion polls that were just taking hold in Britain,
Eden seemed set fair for glory. Still relatively young at 57, he retained the aura of the young
crusader-against-appeasement, his matinée idol looks now enhanced with a greying moustache



and brilliantined hair.But those who knew the private Eden were not so sure. ‘I don’t believe
Anthony can do it,’ confided Churchill to just about anyone who asked his opinion.14 Highly
strung and lacking close friends, the new Prime Minister was ‘an exceptionally tense, lonely and
shy man’, in the words of his official biographer, David Thorpe.15 R. A. Butler, Eden’s feline
colleague and Chancellor of the Exchequer, who had been Eden’s only possible rival for
Downing Street, put it less kindly, describing his new boss as ‘part mad baronet, part beautiful
woman’.16Eden’s solitary and nervous disposition had been sabotaged in April 1953 by medical
misfortune, when a surgeon’s knife working to remove gallstones had slipped and cut into his
bile duct. The accident nearly killed him, leaving Eden susceptible to migraines, liver failure,
jaundice and a succession of abdominal infections requiring further surgery. To keep their patient
going over these medical hurdles, Eden’s doctors prescribed him Benzedrine, the wonder drug
of the moment. But this only increased the PM’s restlessness, as well as his sleepless nights.
According to the photographer Cecil Beaton, Eden complained, rather strangely, about the noise
made by the fashionable, small-wheeled Italian motor scooters that were just appearing on
London’s streets – he said they kept him awake in Downing Street.17Restlessness, insomnia
and mood swings – we now know these are the dangerous and routine consequences of taking
Benzedrine. But in the 1950s amphetamines were casually dispensed by doctors as harmless
stimulants, and their side effects were plaguing Britain’s Prime Minister harshly in the summer of
1956 when Egypt’s General Nasser dispatched Egyptian troops to occupy the Suez Canal
Zone.Nasser chose 26 July 1956, the anniversary of his ending of the Egyptian monarchy, to
make his move, which he announced in code in a speech that opened with some apparently
random reflections on history: ‘I went back in my memory to what I used to read about the year
1854,’ he declaimed to the crowds massed in Cairo. ‘In that year, Ferdinand de Lesseps arrived
in Egypt.’18De Lesseps was the code word – the signal to Nasser’s generals who were listening
to the broadcast to order their troops into action – and the Egyptian leader repeated the
Frenchman’s name 14 more times in the course of his speech, just in case his officers missed
the alert. They didn’t. Taken by surprise, British troops surrendered the Canal Zone into Egyptian
hands.‘Hitler of the Nile’19 and ‘Fuehrer Nasser’20 were samples of the headlines in the
newspapers the next day, and Anthony Eden naturally made the same connection. ‘Military
action!’ we see him declaring emphatically to his cabinet in Episode 201 making his own attempt
at Churchillian resolution. ‘There is only one proven way to deal with fascists!’21Eden had
encountered Nasser in his days as Foreign Secretary and had sniffed at the Egyptian with a
disdain that Nasser detected and fully reciprocated. The Prime Minister looked back to his own
glory days in the late 1930s: ‘I was right about Mussolini. I was right about Hitler. And I am right
about this fella…’22 But the problem with Britain, or Britain and France, directly retaliating
against Egypt, was that the United Nations had moved quickly to play its own role in the Suez
situation. A fair number of nations – not least the Soviet Union, which had sent Russian pilots to
help keep Canal traffic moving – were sympathetic to Nasser’s anti-colonialist stance.‘There can
be no military action,’ argues Anthony Nutting, the young Minister of State whom Peter Morgan



depicts as the voice of scepticism in Eden’s cabinet, ‘without support from the UN – support we
do not have. We cannot go to war alone.’23Eden had, in fact, already taken account of this – and
his solution to the dilemma was one of the most barefaced deceptions in modern British history.
On 22 October 1956 British and French representatives met secretly with David Ben-Gurion, the
Israeli Prime Minister, his Defence Minister Shimon Perez and Chief of Staff Moshe Dayan, at a
villa in Sèvres on the outskirts of Paris. Eden had adopted Churchill’s advice to recruit ‘the Jews’,
though not in an obvious or acknowledged fashion. In the following 48 hours the three nations
cooked up a plot whereby Israeli forces would invade Egypt to take control of the Suez Canal,
thus allowing Britain and France, both ostensibly taken by surprise, to pose as the honest
brokers and peacemakers – ‘Shock! Horror!’ – and intervene to separate the combatants.‘In the
early hours of this morning’, we hear Anthony Eden explaining in apparently surprised and
alarmed terms to Elizabeth II at the end of October, ‘the Israeli army launched an attack into
Egyptian territory…The Egyptian army has mobilised a retaliatory force, and…Her Majesty’s
Government has now issued a deadline to both Israel and Egypt to halt all acts of war and to
allow Anglo-French forces into the country.’24 Six days later, on 5 November 1956, Britain and
France landed paratroopers along the length of the Suez Canal, taking back possession of the
waterway – but to little effect, since the Egyptians sank most of the shipping in the Canal before
they withdrew, rendering the route impassable to navigation for the next six months.It was nearly
20 years before the details of the secret Anglo-French-Israeli collusion at Sèvres were publicly
revealed by Lord Mountbatten in an interview in the 1970s.25 But Mountbatten himself, Chief of
Naval Staff in 1956, said that he suspected the plot at the time. There was no way that massive
British paratroop landings could have taken place without advance preparations that were widely
known in military and intelligence circles. All through August tanks and armoured cars had been
getting trucked down to Southampton and put on ships bound for the Middle East. So The
Crown uses this military foreknowledge to create a fascinating confrontation between the Queen
and Anthony Eden.‘When you mentioned that the Israelis had launched an attack,’ says the
Queen, looking quizzically at her Prime Minister in their audience of early November 1956, and
speaking with a sharpness which makes Eden sit up with a jolt, ‘you didn’t seem
surprised.’26This may be another ‘Stag Scene’ – we do not know the details. Apart from the
Queen and Prime Minister themselves – along with their private secretaries who have prepared
the briefs for their encounter – no one has the slightest idea what goes on in the weekly
audiences between Britain’s theoretically ceremonial Head of State and her hands-on, elected
Head of Government. The meetings usually take place in Buckingham Palace on a weekday
evening when Parliament is in session – pushed back from 6 to 6.30pm at the start of the reign
so that Elizabeth could enjoy the bath-time of her children, Charles and Anne.The
primeministerial audience is supposed to cover the government’s policy and priorities of the
moment, at home and abroad, along with details of cabinet personnel changes – who’s in and
who’s out of favour. According to a few indiscreet prime ministers, the Queen greatly enjoys
hearing Westminster gossip and takes a particular interest in matters where she feels personally



responsible – the welfare of the Armed Forces, for example.But all these leaks have come from
the political side of the fence. If Elizabeth II has ever discussed her audience conversations with
her private secretaries, they have kept that information confidential. So this leaves a free hand
for a writer to imagine what monarch and minister might have said to each other in this meeting –
and addressing the height of the 1956 Suez Crisis, series creator Peter Morgan goes for the
heart of the matter:‘Have we colluded with Israel? In any way?’ Elizabeth asks Eden.And so the
story comes out. Eden confesses to his monarch the details of the Sèvres conspiracy and the
subsequent British invasion of Egypt, while the background music plays a theme, ‘Colluding with
Israel’…‘Six days ago,’ admits Eden shamefacedly, ‘this Government met with representatives of
the French and Israeli Governments in a small village on the outskirts of Paris, where a
document was signed – the Sèvres Protocol…’27This opening episode of The Crown Season 2
suggests that Britain’s shrewd and still youthful constitutional monarch – aged just 30 that
previous 21 April – saw through the prevarications of her duplicitous prime minister to make him
confess the truth about his Suez deception. Half a century later, we still lack the evidence to be
certain either way. We know that Elizabeth II had access in August, September and October
1956 to the intelligence documents which set out Britain’s advance plans for paratroop landings
in the Suez Canal Zone in alliance with the French – the joint invasion that did indeed occur.So
this does provide some historical basis for the Queen’s confrontation with Eden in this episode,
which must, for the moment be judged to be a blending of both invention and the truth. And we
should never forget that even invention – shrewd imagination applied to a close reading of the
facts – can always constitute a valid reflection of the truth.CHAPTER TWO‘A COMPANY OF
MEN’NOVEMBER–DECEMBER 1956On Thursday 17 January 2019, Britain’s editors cleared
their front pages to cover an everyday car accident on a rural road in Norfolk.28 No one was
killed, nor catastrophically injured. But the incident was reported on the scale of a national
emergency, only to turn into a convulsive national debate when the 97-year-old driver of the
upturned Land Rover took delivery of a replacement vehicle the next day and defiantly headed
out onto the public roads again – without wearing a seatbelt.29It was Prince Philip, Duke of
Edinburgh, of course, up to his old tricks – the eternal curmudgeon and enduring enigma at the
heart of the British royal family. How can a man who is blessed with the love of Britain’s gracious
Queen behave with such a bristling lack of graciousness? Does he really respect the institution
she embodies? And what forces are at play when an apparently trivial issue like one old man’s
car crash can so disturb the composure of a nation?The fascinating roots of Prince Philip’s
contrarian spirit will be examined in a few chapters’ time, in Chapter Nine (Episode 209 on the
screen) where we address the troubled childhood of the Queen’s husband and the family
traumas that shaped his psyche. But here we learn how these disturbing questions first tumbled
into the forefront of public consciousness in the late 1950s – the focus of Episode 202 of The
Crown by Peter Morgan, ‘A Company of Men’.The Duke of Edinburgh’s world tour through the
winter of 1956–7 was originally planned for a number of totally serious reasons – to give the
Royal Yacht Britannia and its crew their first lengthy proving voyage; to allow Philip to open the



Olympic Games in Melbourne on his wife’s behalf; and, at Philip’s particular suggestion, to visit a
number of remote British island dependencies that were, in those days, only accessible by sea,
so had never before been visited by any British royals. By the end of his great southern odyssey,
Philip had set foot on more of the then-British Empire than any other member of the royal family
– a record that stands to this day.30But history has viewed the trip less kindly – as a dated
exercise in empire repair that ignored the complexities of late colonial politics, and as a
patronising lads’ ‘jolly’. As one critic put it, Philip and his raucous naval comrades appeared to
treat the south sea islands ‘as spaces of exotic sexual spectacle for the white male colonial
gaze’.31 We see the Duke splashing ashore to be greeted by bemedalled British governors in
white ducks and pith helmets, then vanishing into crowds of clay-caked locals – and oodles of
straw-skirted dancing girls. Little is left to the imagination as we watch Britannia’s crew succumb
to their embraces, and we hear the encounters described in leering tones in the (fictional) letters
that Philip’s aide, Mike Parker, writes home to be read out to the cheering members of the
Thursday Club.‘We’ve pipped the locals pretty much everywhere we’ve been,’ writes Parker,
describing the athletic contests and cricket matches organised by Britannia’s crew, ‘mainly
because cricket as a sport has never been seen before in New Guinea…Philip, as you all know,
is a work-hard-play-hard man who would never stand in the way of a bit of fun, and in New
Guinea, as it turns out, there is no such thing as infidelity…[cue Loud cheers from the Thursday
Club members…] By the end of this tour, I think we’ll be able to make a qualitative assessment
about where the finest women in the world come from.’32The Thursday Club was ‘the gang of
cronies that the Duke of Edinburgh used to gather round him in the 1950s’ in the words of the
humourist Miles Kington, recalling his own time at the club some 40 years later. The basic
purpose of the gathering, in Kington’s opinion, was to provide the recently married – and hence,
tied-down – Philip with ‘a bit of fun away from his serious life at Buckingham Palace’.33 Later
feted as one of the developers of ‘Franglais’, Kington was then a young writer on the staff of the
satirical magazine Punch. As such, he was rather impressed to find himself rubbing shoulders
with the likes of Philip’s uncle, Lord Louis ‘Dickie’ Mountbatten, as well as with Philip himself –
along with such free-thinking figures of the time as the poet John Betjeman, actor David Niven
and ‘Little Larry Adler playing his mouth organ in the corner’.34 The organiser and presiding
spirit of these cosmopolitan Thursday gatherings at Wheeler’s restaurant in Soho, was Stirling
Henry ‘Baron’ Nahum, Philip’s Jewish-Italian photographer friend who had taken the pictures at
the royal wedding of 1947.Kington recalled being puzzled by the number of ladies present at
these supposedly all-male gatherings – ‘Flo, Loulou, Beryl, Gertie, Simone, Pat and one or two
others…’‘You men are all distinguished people…’ he later remembered questioning ‘Dickie’
Mountbatten, ‘all distinguished in action or thought or culture…but these girls?’‘Don’t knock
these girls,’ said Lord Louis…’ [They] are all great ladies in their own right – the Duchess of
Northumberland, the Percy, the Lady Devonshire.’‘These are their titles?’ Kington asked,
amazed.‘No,’ replied Mountbatten, at that date the First Lord of the Admiralty. ‘Those are the
pubs they work at!’35This was precisely why Philip enjoyed his ‘Thursdaying’. The mildly louche



atmosphere of the fish restaurant went some way, at least, to keeping him in touch with ordinary
life – and it provides The Crown creator Peter Morgan with the ideal vehicle for Philip’s Pacific
adventures to be related in the letters that Mike Parker reads out to his fellow club members in
London by ‘Baron’ Nahum.These letters are, of course, imaginary, as are the night-time
interactions depicted between the crew of HMY Britannia and various local populations. But the
timetable and destination of Britannia’s southern tour of 1956–7 are based on the official records
of the voyage, and there are vivid newsreel reports of the royal yacht being welcomed with
dancing and feasting at receptions during the day. The sequence of Britannia coming to the
rescue of a Polynesian man was inspired by an incident when the royal yacht diverted to meet
the SS Mabel Ryan, en route to St Helena, in order to pick up a naval engineer who was in need
of surgery.While some of the Thursday Club antics may have been exaggerated, what went on
inside Wheeler’s Restaurant did become more sinister as Parker’s wife, Eileen, went digging for
evidence to support her suspicions of her husband’s infidelity. We do not, in fact, know precisely
what evidence Eileen Parker gathered to sue her husband for divorce in 1957. But we do know
that she suspected him of having affairs. She certainly went to meet Richard Colville, the
Queen’s press secretary, in the winter of 1956–7 to give notice of her intention to
divorce.Buckingham Palace’s stance towards Eileen Parker’s marital problems was politely
sympathetic, making no attempt to impede or dissuade her from her course, though they did ask
her to delay going public until Philip and Parker were safely back from the tour.36 Eileen agreed,
only for her lawyer to spill the beans at a press conference – held without her approval, Eileen
later claimed37 – and the press pounced delightedly, starting with a dramatic feature in the
pages of the Baltimore Sun.‘A vague, unhappy discomfort is growing among Britons,’ reported
the Sun’s London correspondent, Joan Graham, ‘that all is not well with the royal family…‘The
whisper started last summer…that the Duke of Edinburgh had more than a passing interest in an
unnamed woman and was meeting her regularly in the private apartment of Baron, the court
photographer…When it was announced that Philip was to make a four-month round-the-world-
tour (which is just ending) there were plenty of people ready to say, “I told you so – he is being
got out of the country to cool down.” When it further transpired that Baron had been invited to go
along as a private guest and not in his official capacity as photographer, there were more wise
nods…’38The Baltimore Sun had first discovered the attractions of British royal scandal in the
1930s – Baltimore, Maryland, was the home base of Bessie Wallis Warfield, better known later
as Wallis Simpson, and in due course as Duchess of Windsor.39 Now, 21 years later, the paper
helped to whip up another media storm, bringing the press of Britain and the world to besiege
the royal yacht in Lisbon in February 1957. Not a word might have been printed if ‘Baron’ Nahum
had not died of a botched hip operation the previous September at the early age of 50. Thus he
was not able to take up Philip’s invitation to go on the trip – and his death removed the possibility
of any libel action from the photographer. Now insinuating stories about Philip could be printed
using the credibility of Baron’s name, with the Baltimore Sun’s ‘un-named woman’ in the
photographer’s apartment remaining conveniently un-named and hypothetical, with sinister



whispers becoming a matter of public discussion. It was the most severe crisis to face Elizabeth
II’s monarchy in the first decade of her reign.The traditional Buckingham Palace response to
such a media storm had always been to ignore it completely. But Elizabeth was not prepared to
let the allegations go unchallenged. She was furious. She instructed Richard Colville to issue a
flat denial – ‘It is quite untrue,’ Colville insisted, ‘that there is any rift between the Queen and the
Duke’ – the first time that the Palace had deigned to address a personal rumour during her
reign.40Elizabeth then told her staff and the Foreign Office to accelerate her travel
arrangements so she could arrive early in Lisbon, where she staged a private welcome
ceremony to make her feelings clear to her husband and to her personal circle. Having heard
that Philip and his Britannia companions had occupied their weeks at sea with a beard-growing
contest, the Queen organised half a dozen theatrical ginger beards for herself and her ladies-in-
waiting to be wearing when Philip bounded up the aircraft stairs and into the cabin.41The story
of the theatrical beards did not leak out for several years. But Elizabeth organised a very public
gesture on the day after the couple arrived back in London. Ten years earlier, Prince Philip of
Greece had had to forfeit both his nationality and his title in order to marry Princess Elizabeth as
a naturalised British subject. King George VI had ennobled him on his wedding day, 20
November 1947, as Duke of Edinburgh (and also Baron Greenwich and Earl of Merioneth),42
but he had offered his new son-in-law nothing grander. Philip remained an ex-prince.Now
seemed the moment to put that right, and on 22 February 1957 it was formally announced that
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh would, henceforward, carry ‘the style and dignity of a
prince of the United Kingdom’. This was ‘in recognition of the great services which His Royal
Highness has provided to the country’, read the citation – and, with a perceptible dig at the
newspapers, it went on to praise the new Prince for ‘his unique contribution to the life of the
Commonwealth, culminating in the tour which he has just concluded’.43This elevation is
depicted towards the end of Episode 203 – with a ‘mini-coronation’ ceremony, complete with
Philip wielding a sceptre. The invented ritual devised for the screen was built around the Duke of
Windsor’s 1911 investiture as Prince of Wales and was intended to give visual shape to the
importance the Queen attached to honouring her husband as Prince of the Realm.With regard to
the ongoing development of the Suez Crisis in the background of all these family events, the
screen timeline moves to and fro. Unlike the ballerina Ulanova in Episode 201, the Australian
journalist Helen King is a fictional character, intended to embody the temptations in Philip’s life
and to show him making decisions based on vanity – which, he quickly learns, gets him into
trouble. King also provides a vehicle to explore Philip’s childhood themes, helping to explain why
he was feeling homesick by the end of his tour of the southern seas.—The year 1957 brought
Britain its first experience of a full-blown ‘rock ’n’ roll’ music tour in the shape of Bill Haley and
the Comets, whose pulsating ‘Rock Around The Clock’ never failed to get the audience out of
their seats – teenagers danced in the aisles. But a minority of troublemakers took advantage of
the good-natured mayhem to turn violent – slashing and even ripping out the theatre seats,44
calling themselves ‘Teddy Boys’, after the supposedly Edwardian origin of their heavy-drape



jackets and narrow ‘drain-pipe’ trousers. The ‘Teds’ were Britain’s first youth cult of the mass-
media age and they made rock ‘n’ roll the anthem of their rebellion. Disaffected by the inequities
of post-war Britain, and sensing the revolution in young hearts everywhere, the Teddy Boys were
the working-class equivalent of the ‘Angry Young Men’ – the theatrical rebellion started in the
year of Suez by John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger.45The new Prince Philip took a keen
interest in the Teddy Boys, declining to dismiss them as mere ‘juvenile delinquents’. In 1955 he
had launched an appeal seeking 10,000 Londoners to contribute £1 each to sponsor a Teddy
Boy becoming a member of one of London’s boys’ clubs. The clubs were to be divided into six
groups each headed by one of Britain’s sporting heroes of the moment – the athletes Chris
Chataway, Gordon Pirie and Roger Bannister, the first four-minute-miler; veteran footballer
Stanley Matthews; the flyweight Welsh boxing champion Dai Dower; and Northants cricketer
Frank ‘Typhoon’ Tyson, then the world’s fastest bowler, who could fling down deliveries at more
than 100 mph.461956 – Suez on a platter: Anthony Eden and General NasserPhilip was a
pioneer in recruiting celebrities to worthy royal causes, but his scheme never flew. The ‘Teds’ did
not prove ‘boys-clubbable’ – they were rebels, after all – and not everyone viewed them as a
pressing social problem. ‘Why all this fuss about Teddy Boys?’ asked one letter in a London
newspaper. ‘The boys at Harrow wear tails, wing collars, striped trousers and straw hats. The
boys at Eton dress equally as ridiculous in clothes of another century. Why nag at the Teddy
Boys? Is it all right for the wealthy to dress foolishly, but wrong for those with less money and
social position?’47The Duke went back to the drawing board, and in February 1956 he
announced his new youth scheme, the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, designed specifically to
attract boys who did not want to join a club or dress up in the uniform of a movement like the
Scouts or the Boys’ Brigade.48 The Award Scheme’s ideas of individual expeditions, social
volunteering and the development of personal and physical skills drew heavily on Philip’s own
experiences as a pupil at Gordonstoun School, which we shall be visiting in Episode 209,
Chapter Nine, Paterfamilias. Kurt Hahn, the founder of Gordonstoun, had already created the
Outward Bound scheme, which cultivated similar qualities of self-improvement to the new award
– and Philip had served as Patron of Outward Bound since 1953.49Much of the scheme’s
organisation was administered and designed by Brigadier Sir John Hunt, who had led the British
attempt to climb Mount Everest in 1953 (the news of whose success had reached London on
Coronation Day). Hunt expressed the hope that ‘the DofE’, as the scheme soon became known,
would attract Teddy Boys and other individualists of a ‘lone wolf’ disposition – as a mountaineer,
he had fellow climbers in mind – and in November 1957 he announced that girls would also be
invited to participate.50 The first DofE girls received their Gold Awards from Prince Philip
personally in November 1959 at Buckingham Palace,51 and the scheme went from strength to
strength in the decades that followed. At the time of writing in 2019, Philip’s Award Scheme has
expanded to operate in 144 nations around the world, with hundreds of thousands of young
people participating annually – quite the most successful youth and welfare organisation ever
created by any member of the royal family.52CHAPTER THREE‘LISBON’DECEMBER 1956–



FEBRUARY 1957The humiliation of the Suez debacle made 1956 a year of particularly bitter
disillusion in Britain, and if one single voice expressed that discontent it was John Osborne, the
first of the ‘Angry Young Men’ who – with a number of angry young women – created the
sardonic plays, poems and novels which expressed the rebellion of the rising generation in the
late 1950s. Osborne’s play Look Back in Anger caused a sensation when it was staged at
Chelsea’s Royal Court Theatre in May 1956, creating a new, gritty and unsentimental school of
drama which summed up the turmoil of the Suez era.53Always proud of possessing ‘an un-
tuggable forelock’, Osborne was expelled from his minor public school when he dared to strike
back at his headmaster, who had clipped him round the ear for listening to Frank Sinatra
records.54 Osborne found himself on the dole in his early twenties, living on a leaky barge on
the Thames, when he saw an advertisement soliciting scripts on behalf of the newly formed
English Stage Company at the Royal Court in the corner of Sloane Square, beside the tube
station.He had already tried his hand at a few plays, while working on a number of trade
magazines, including Gas World.55 Now, in a matter of weeks, he dashed off Look Back in
Anger, the story of Jimmy and Alison Porter living not in Belgravia or the South of France – still
the setting for so many of the Noël Coward-style drawing-room dramas of those days – but in a
rented attic in the Midlands, with an ironing board centre stage, over which Alison is leaning as
the curtain goes up.‘The room is still, smoke-filled,’ wrote Osborne in his detailed stage
directions. ‘The only sound is the occasional thud of Alison’s iron on the board. It is one of those
chilly spring evenings, all cloud and shadows. Presently, Jimmy throws his paper down: “Why do
I do this every Sunday? Even the book reviews seem to be the same as last week’s, different
books – same reviews…Do the Sunday papers make you feel ignorant?”’56Next morning’s
reviews of Look Back were far from ecstatic, and it seemed as if the struggling Royal Court,
badly in debt after a succession of poorly reviewed productions, might have to close. But then
came the reviews from the Sunday papers about whom Jimmy Porter had been so rude – Harold
Hobson of the Sunday Times57 and, in particular, Kenneth Tynan of the Observer, who, as a
critic, was not unknown for his own flights of anger.‘All the qualities are there,’ wrote Tynan in his
rave review, ‘qualities one had ever despaired of seeing on the stage – the drift towards anarchy,
the instinctive Leftishness, the automatic rejection of “official” attitudes, the surrealist sense of
humour…the casual promiscuity, the sense of lacking a crusade worth fighting for.’58Tynan’s
glorification of Jimmy Porter’s disillusion trans-formed the fortunes of the play – and also of the
Royal Court Theatre, which spits out bravely experimental drama to this day. Osborne himself
became the anti-hero of the moment and the spokesman of his generation – particularly after
British paratroopers dropped into Suez that November. Dissent became big business, with
‘kitchen sink drama’ taking over half the theatres in Britain, and across the Atlantic onto
Broadway. One impresario even enquired as to whether there might be a part in Osborne’s next
play for Britain’s most famous thespian, Sir Laurence Olivier.‘Laurence who?’ asked Osborne.In
fact, the prolific young playwright was already drafting a drama, The Entertainer, that contained
the ideal role for the great theatrical knight – Archie Rice, a down-at-heel seaside song-and-



dance man.59 When the play later became a movie, it was filmed on the crumbling pier on
Morecambe beach, Lancashire.Drunk, promiscuous and deeply self-pitying, Archie is a
thoroughly unlikeable character, whose patter relies heavily on insulting remarks about his wife.
‘Why should I care?’ runs his theme song – ‘If they see that you’re blue, they’ll look down on you.
So why should I bother to care?’60 Then, in a contemporary reference, we learn that Archie’s
son Mick is among the British troops caught up in the ill-fated Suez adventure. We later hear that
Mick has been bravely killed in action and has been awarded the Victoria Cross – but Archie is
unimpressed. ‘Look at these eyes,’ he says in words that were much requoted as summing up
the spirit of Suez Britain. ‘I’m dead behind these eyes. I’m dead.’61For Anthony Eden, the
architect of Suez, the consequences of the adventure were disastrous. In Episode 203 we see
angry demonstrators waylaying the Prime Minister as he arrives at Sandringham early in 1957 to
see the Queen.‘Booooo! Shame on you!…Eden must go!’62In fact, far worse was uttered in
bitter and violent anti-Suez demonstrations all over Britain. Opinion polls showed some jingoistic
support for Eden’s attempt to reassert British authority, but the venture was widely seen as a
failure. The country’s essential impotence had been underlined by the Soviet Union’s forcible
and brutal occupation of Budapest in November 1956 to suppress the Hungarian uprising at the
very moment when British troops were occupying Suez. As Eisenhower’s Vice-President
Richard Nixon later put it: ‘We couldn’t on one hand, complain about the Soviets intervening in
Hungary and, on the other hand, approve of the British and the French picking that particular
time to intervene against Nasser.’63American disapproval had severe consequences. In three
days at the beginning of November 1956 the Bank of England lost $45 million from Wall Street
speculation against the pound, and with Suez blocked, Britain’s oil supply was dwindling
dangerously. US–UK relations had seldom been so low. When London sought help from the
International Monetary Fund, Washington actually intervened to stop the move, and the irate
President Eisenhower told the US Treasury to get ready to sell its Sterling Bond holdings.Eden’s
deteriorating health added to his problems. At the end of November 1956, while British and
French troops were still getting established on the ground in Egypt, the Prime Minister’s doctors
insisted that he must take a break, and Eden transformed a political hiccup into a catastrophe
when he decided that he would not recuperate in Britain. He opted to fly off instead with his wife
Clarissa to Jamaica, to Goldeneye, the exotic villa of his friend the novelist Ian Fleming, the
creator of the recently popular spy character James Bond, 007.Peter Morgan imagines the
suntanned Eden trying to bluff it out as he greets his cabinet on his return to London in
December 1956. ‘In all these months,’ he pronounces complacently, ‘we have been a united
government.’‘But we are not a united government are we, Anthony?’ responds his Chancellor of
the Exchequer Harold Macmillan acidly. ‘The war you insisted on has left us as divided as
Caesar and Pompey, and the country is in chaos. There is no petrol in the pumps. There are no
tins on the shelves…’In vain, Eden protests that Macmillan and all the cabinet supported the
Suez invasion – ‘You would have torn off Nasser’s scalp with your own fingernails, given the
chance!’Macmillan shrugs.‘Come now, Anthony, you know as well as I, there is no justice in



politics.’64And so Eden went to Sandringham to hand his resignation to the Queen on 9 January
1957, after just 644 days in office…65The dilemma now facing Elizabeth II was the Conservative
Party’s total absence of any formal mechanism for choosing a successor. At Eden’s suggestion,
the grandest of the current Tory grandees, Robert Cecil, the fifth Marquess of Salisbury –
popularly known as ‘Bobbety’ – who had served with distinction in Winston Churchill’s war
cabinets, agreed to take ‘soundings’ of the cabinet. These would be backed up by an
assessment of backbench MP opinion from the young Chief Whip, Edward Heath, with Winston
Churchill stepping in as well from retirement to lend unspecified gravitas to the process.It was
agreed there were just two candidates, with the favourite being Richard Austen Butler, a
piercingly intelligent and liberal reformer popularly known at ‘Rab’ (after his initials), whose great
achievement was the post-war Education Act of 1944 which had extended free education to all.
Rab had been serving as Eden’s effective deputy while Eden had been in Jamaica – so on the
face of it, the job was now his for the taking. But Rab’s habitually lugubrious features lacked
charisma. As Labour’s Harold Wilson, who was Butler’s weekly fencing partner as Shadow
Chancellor of the Exchequer, cruelly put it, Rab sported ‘the look of a born loser’.66Butler’s older
rival Harold Macmillan, who had succeeded him as Chancellor in 1955, was himself often
derided for his fuddy-duddy moustaches and his Edwardian courtliness, but he was blessed with
an inherent nimbleness. His spring budget of 1956 had introduced the monthly prize draw
concept of Premium Bonds, which were denounced by everyone from the Archbishop of
Canterbury to the Labour Party as a ‘squalid raffle’ but had proved an instant hit with the public.
Disparaged for his lack of scruple as ‘Mac the Knife’, the Chancellor was quite happy to be
compared to a caller in one of the recently popular ‘bingo halls’. While Butler’s post-Suez
speeches had defended Anthony Eden in a loyal but wooden fashion, Macmillan had contrived
an altogether trickier mix of regret, patriotism and party loyalty – along with the suggestion, that
somehow, he would never have got the country (or the party) into such a mess.When the cabinet
offered their soundings to ‘Bobbety’ Salisbury on 9 January 1957, their verdict left no doubt.
Salisbury had a famous speech impediment, which became immortalised in the question that he
put to the 25 or so cabinet ministers in succession – ‘Wab or Hawold?’67 The ‘Hawolds’ had it by
an overwhelming majority. Just three or four ministers came out for ‘Wab’. Edward Heath
confirmed the preference from the backbench MPs in the tearooms, and Churchill supplied his
own breezy endorsement. ‘Sorry, old cock,’ he told Butler then aged 54, ‘we went for the older
man.’68 In January 1957 Harold Macmillan was just coming up to his sixty-third
birthday.Elizabeth II has frequently been criticised for her acquiescence in what have been
described as the Tory Party’s ‘machinations’ that produced Prime Minister Harold Macmillan in
January 1957 – and she might, perhaps, have made a more obvious attempt to check the
‘soundings’ with which she was presented. But it was hardly her fault that the Conservative Party
lacked a more defined leadership selection process at that date, and they did command a solid
parliamentary majority of 58 in the Commons. Love them or loathe them, the Tories were clearly
the democratically elected majority party, so it was their business if they chose to pick their



leader – and hence the Prime Minister – in the mildly conspiratorial fashion that they did.
Salisbury, Heath and Churchill covered a broadish sample of those who counted in the party and
their verdict stood the test of time. When invited to assemble a cabinet on 10 January, Macmillan
told the Queen apologetically that he could not guarantee his government would last ‘six
weeks’.69 In the event, Macmillan was to serve as Elizabeth II’s third prime minister for more
than six years.Harold Macmillan’s political style was summed up by the title of the book he had
published in 1938, The Middle Way. Later it became a political commonplace – to seek a
unifying path between left and right – but with Nazism threatening Europe in the late 1930s, it
was not the message of the moment. Even the Macmillan family nanny sniffed that ‘Mr. Harold is
a dangerous pink’70 – inadvertently hitting on the secret of Macmillan’s long-term success. As
his biographer, D. R. Thorpe, has perceptively put it, ‘Macmillan was not really a Tory at all’.71His
First World War experience as an officer in the trenches (in which he was wounded) and the time
he spent in his working-class constituency of Stockton-on-Tees – which he lost, but then
recaptured by long stints of personal door-to-door canvassing in the Depression years – gave
Macmillan a genuine and rather moving understanding of what ‘ordinary’ people wanted. In the
years 1914–18, he later confessed, he learned much from reading his ordinary soldiers’ private
letters home, as censorship required him to do. He devised a plan to reconfigure Conservatism
in a camouflaged, socialistic form, and he carried this liberalism into his foreign policy. As we
shall see in Chapter Eight, Macmillan’s ‘Wind of Change’ speech in Cape Town in 1960 boldly
swept away decades of colonial tradition and waved farewell to the British Empire.His
modernism and surreptitious egalitarianism infuriated traditional Tories – to the blithe
indifference of the new Prime Minister, who relished the social jumbling over which he presided.
‘Mr Attlee [Labour Prime Minister 1945–51] had three Old Etonians in his Cabinet,’ declared
Macmillan in 1959. ‘I have six. Things are twice as good under the Conservatives!’72
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Chelrima Walden, “Great. I do really like this book. I think that it is done well. It was worth the
purchase. It is a great companion to have for the series. Volume two covers seasons 2 and 3, It is
detailed but maybe not as detailed as the first book. With this book being just under 300 pages
and it is detailing two seasons you would think the page count would be larger. There is a lot of
information here, but you would expect there would be longer chapters and photos.The first
book was so well done, that it was a hard act to follow. So when Mr. Lacey puts together vol. 3, I
hope that its delivery is as good as vol. 1.”

Dave, “Clears up some things that were in the Netfix series.. Outright fabrications, in other
words. I like the first book better, even though it covered the first season only. At least this one
covers seasons 2 and 3.”

pam, “Nice coffee table and conversation book. Book based on the Netflix series. Lots of photos
in the book. It is a non-fiction style book, that elaborates on events in the Netflix show The
Crown.  Good informational read, but informative, not in a novel type format.”
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